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The Kit includes materials that allow for 5 different street treatments that, when combined, create a temporary Complete Street demonstration on an otherwise typical street. The treatment options include the following:

1. Parklet
2. Curb Extension
3. Artistic Crosswalk
4. Separated Bike Lane
5. Median Refuge Island
Parklet
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Artistic Crosswalk
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Median Refuge Island
Signage

Each treatment includes on educational sign that describes the treatment in Spanish and English.

The Kit includes 5 signs in total.

**PARKLETS**
are tiny street plazas that extend the sidewalk and create more space to eat, relax and hang out.

**MINIPARQUES**
son pequeñas plazas en la calle que extienden la acera y crean más espacio para comer, relajarse y pasar el rato.
Complete Kit Access Details: Transport & Delivery

- Complete Kit is stored in a 7.75’ x 7.5’ x 16’ long container (footprint of approx. 2 parking spaces)

- Once delivered, container remains in place until the demonstration is over and is picked up by the container company

- Allow enough space for storage unit door to open and to move items out of unit.

- For individual treatment types, SCAG will share with interested partners once details are confirmed.
Set-up

- Demonstrations do not typically last longer than 1 single day due their temporary nature, as the Kit would require overnight supervision.

- Set-up typically requires 2 people and 2-4 hours, depending on how many treatments are installed.

- You can find the complete set-up instructions for the Kit in the Final Kit Guide.